
 

Crinan Canal Customer Forum 2013 

Saturday 23 March 2013, Stag Hotel, Lochgilphead 

Scottish Canals Attendees  

Alex Hurst, Waterway Area Manager, Crinan Canal 

Katie Hughes, Director Estates,  

Mark Smith, Estates Manager,      

Alec Howie, Harbour Master, Crinan Canal 

 

1. Introduction and welcome by Alex Hurst  

 

2. Katie Hughes gave a presentation which gave an overview of Scottish Canals’ estate, 

functions, the Scottish budget and our aspirations to generate income from capital 

investment - this additional income being required to meet our financial needs over and 

above the Scottish Government grant, and thus provide a sustainable business model. The 

key points were; to create long term income stream and jobs, whilst protecting Heritage and 

also our Assets. The presentation covered a number of developments taking place on the 

Lowland Canals including the “Living on Water” concept. 

 

3. Also mentioned was our desire to develop camping, ‘bed boxes’, retail and holiday cottage 

income streams. 

 

4. Mark Smith updated the audience on progress regarding Ardrishaig and in particular 

regeneration. He stated that there was now a feeling that all parties can now pull together, 

there had been some issues in the past but the hope was that progress could now be made 

to move the ‘Base Plan’ forward. He felt a lot had been learnt from previous discussions. 

 

5. The Gleaner Site would revert back to Scottish Canals next year, there was some debate 

concerning decontamination and Mark advised that the level required would depend on the 

proposed  future use of the site. 
 
6. Yot Spot and new business is about to take occupancy of the Clock Tower building in Pier 

Square which will be refurbished and include a chandlery and other related services.    
 
7. Bridge House will be converted into 3 holiday letting units. 
 
8. Ardrishaig Basin Housing Development. A revised planning application will be submitted 

which takes account of previous critical comments and which we hope will be well received. 
 
9. Small Business Units were tabled as a possible ‘use’ for the Gleaner site. This was seen as a 

way to extend the village commercial frontage and recreate a ‘streetscape’ adding more 

interest to the village. This would link into the expansion of Pier Square to include the 

“Stances”. One of the key advantages to moving forward is that there are only 3 key land 

owners – Scottish Canals, Argyll and Bute Council and Ardrishaig Boat Club. 
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10. Mark then outlined some ideas for use of Loch Bahrain, possible expansion of Bellanoch 

moorings (with remote parking) and progress on the Dunardry Hydro Scheme. 
 
11. Crinan Basin and the surrounding area would be subject to a Conservation Appraisal to 

ensure all had a sound understanding of the character and potential of the location. That 

would lead to a Tourism Master Plan which we hoped would be in place within 12 months. 
 
12. The Crinan Facility Block work will commence shortly for completion this summer. 

 
 

 

 

Questions and Answers 

 

Q.  J Laughton asked if it was envisaged floating homes could be developed at Ardrishaig, 

given the advantages of shops, transport links etc. 

 

Response 

A model is currently being tested and we would require to discuss with Argyll and Bute Council  

Planning Department. There is a lot to consider but operationally Ardrishaig – Oakfield would lend 

itself to berthing. 

      

S McQueen commented that the concept works well elsewhere and there are existing models we 

could learn from. 

 

General points raised were the need to inform, attract, provide security of Tenure and deal with 

potential mortgage issues.  The first key process was to engage with the community and planning 

process. 

 

Q.  D Campbell asked if there was still a proposal to extend the pier. 

 

Response  

A Howie outlined current traffic, grant operation and timber transport through the village. Based 

on the current operation he did not see an extension to the pier as a probable outcome. 

 

Q.  J Gritten spoke of the aspirations to further develop water sports and the current clubs’ 

desire to be part of any development process. Aspirations included Club House, boat store, 

slipway all of which would add value to the area. 

 

The Rowing Club expressed similar ideas; it is growing with coaching in place and now needs 

space to operate. 

 

Ian Croall pointed out that the starting point was funding. 

It was mentioned that Clubs can access grant funding. 
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The Coastal Communities Fund had a £2.5m pot;  there are huge opportunities to work together 

to draw down funds.  A recent example of such a partnership is the Paddle Trail. 

 

Scottish Canals had enjoyed additional ‘Shovel Ready’ funding from the Scottish Government 

and while not a given it was hoped that in future Crinan could be included in such works to 

stimulate some project development. Scottish Canals team will have Crinan projects ready for 

submission should the opportunity arise.  

 

Scottish Waterways Trust can be employed to facilitate applications. 

 

Response 

We have discussed such proposals and are keen to progress. Perhaps, the Yot Spot Development 

may assist moving forward.  

 

Q.  Lesley Burr Art Map outlined the success of the Art Project which attracted over 300 

participants. She was very keen to see a “Creative Spot” in Ardrishaig. She advised that art 

has a synergy with regeneration.  

 

Response  

In the early stages Scottish Canals would be pleased to allow meetings in our upstairs office. We 

need an organic approach, invite and welcome participation. Please get in touch. 

 

Q.  Towpaths – do we have a maintenance strategy? 

 

Response  

Yes we do not rely on outside funding but we do apply for assistance from other agencies. 

Sustrans have contributed to the recent improvements at Dunardry and we have a further 

application pending for the Ardrishaig to Oakfield bank. 

 

We operate a priority list but also need to find the right contractor to carry out the ‘softer’ type of 

towpath improvement we require at sensitive locations. 

 

Funding has been diverted to support the Helix Project but this is due to stop and at that point 

more will be available to invest in towpath improvement. 

 

Q.  Strategic Meeting – J Laughton advised the date of the next meeting would be 26.4.2013, 

venue - Council Offices, Manse Brae. 

 

All were encouraged to attend and contact J Laughton to register. 

 

Q.  Sian MacQueen pointed out that with Crinan only being 9 miles in length it could be 

brought up to a showcase standard. 

 

Q.  Gleaners Site – David Inglis enquired as to proposed use. 
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Response  

Scottish Canals have no pre- conceived ideas and would welcome thoughts on how the site could 

be used. 

 

Q.  Business Starter Units – it was stated that successful units operate in Campbeltown and it 

would be wise to investigate and learn from that model. 

 

Q.  David Exley expressed a number of views; that the Sail Though Chippy on the Forth & 

Clyde was excellent – perhaps an idea? 

 

The lack of stores outlets from Crinan to Lochgilphead was a source of critical comment often 

heard. 

 

Ardrishaig required more berths to encourage those on boats to head for Ardrishaig –at the 

moment there was little to tempt them. 

 

The slip way provision in Ardrishaig was poor and should be improved. 

 

Communication of canal closures could be improved. 

 

Access was key  

 

Response 

A Howie outlined his past attempts to involve local shops in a call ahead order scheme and that 

business did need to work with Scottish Canals to maximise opportunity 

 

A Howie outlined the Notice to Mariners and communication process used to alter customers of 

canal closures and suggested contact with the Canal office to be placed on e mail listing. 

 

A Howie agreed slip way provision was in need of improvement and should be part of the working 

together proposals by the boat club, rowing club and other potential users. 

 

 

Q.  Vicky Dunkley expressed concern that her lease, and others was due to expire and to date 

she had been unable to obtain any reassurance from Scottish Canals that she would be 

granted a new lease. 

 

Response  

K Hughes promised to resolve. 

 

 


